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LINEN BEDDING
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"Nothing makes a bed cozier than soft linen
bedding. It's one of those so-worth-it luxuries."
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Linen Ouvet Set $249; parachutehome.com
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RECLAIMED BARNWOOD

FIXTURES
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rough~·hcovering

the walls with
ewn sa/vag d t ·
this hous f
e lmbers made
e eel country again."
Reclaimed Wood P
f
anellng
rom $6/ square foot; elmwood
reclatmedtimber.com

"This cast-iron tub, a Brimfield
Antiq ue Show find, adds
authentic farmhouse character."
For a similar look, try
sa7969.com.
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COUNTRY
"Wood details, soft textiles,
plaster walls, and vintage artwork bring
back the rustic charm of this house."

WHIMSICAL WALLPAPER

" In these bright colors, this Secret
Garden-/ike pattern is old-fashioned
and fresh all at the same time."
Apothecary's Garden Wallpaper
$7/square foot; trustworth.com

-Rachael Bedard

MISMATCHED
.. ~
DISHES
I love imaginin
g the stories
these old .
Pieces could tell "
Vintage White Dish
.
starting at $ ,,
ware
49;set of 4·
.
elstegreen.com
'

BRASS ACCENT$

" We picked hardware and
lighung in this shiny surface to
wc. ~m up all the wood ."
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Bedford Canopy Cup Pull
$4.50; homedepot.com

11111000
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"The previous
owners left behind
their soulful
collection of early
edition claSSIC I"
books-lucky us.

VINTAGE ART

"One way to add
instant character?
Hang prints and
paintings from
all different styles
and eras."

Vintage Books
$ 39; 5 quare foot;
booksbythe
foot.com

Portrait Study
No. 5 $60; three
potatofour.com
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